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On behalf of Japan Statistical Society, I would like to congratulate the 40th anniversary of the Korean Statistical

Society. KSS is a very well organized and active society with sections covering broad range of fields in statistical

science and with local branches covering the whole country. KSS publishes a well-respected journal, the Journal of

the Korean Statistical Society, which is now distributed abroad by Elsevier publishing company. Overall, KSS has

been very successful. Now with the increasing demand for more statistical knowledge and thinking from the general

public, the future of KSS is bright.

Let me now turn to the Japan Statistical Society. According to our records, it was founded on April 27, 1931.

Therefore it is 80 years old. So JSS is twice as old as KSS. In 2006 we had the 75th anniversary of JSS. One of the

differences between JSS and KSS is that in Japan there are separate societies for some fields of statistics. Besides JSS,

there are i) Japanese Society of Applied Statistics, ii) Japanese Society of Computational Statistics, iii) The Biometric

Society of Japan, iv) The Behaviormetric Society of Japan, v) Japanese Classification Society.

In 2005, these 6 societies formed Japanese Federation of Statistical Science Associations. These six societies hold

joint annual meeting in September with about 700 participants each year.

In Korea, there are many statistics departments in universities and these department are members of KSS. In

Japan, unfortunately, we do not have have any statistics department, except for the department of statistical science

closely attached to the Institute of Statistical Mathematics. With dwindling population of young people, at present

it is difficult to form new departments in Japanese universities. Therefore we at JSS are trying to promote inter-

departmental education of statistics. For this purpose, from this year we start �JSS certificate� examinations. In

November we will hold the first examination. We partly follow the model of examination system of Royal Statistical

Society in UK.

As I was preparing this congratulatory remarks for KSS, Japan was hit by an extreme earthquake on March 11.

At the moment (on March 24), the biggest uncertainty is the trouble at the nuclear plant. I really hope that in two

months I can tell some positive things which we learn from the current events in Japan.
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